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Things to know about yourself:

What do your direct reports expect an ABM platform to accomplish?

What does success in your daily tasks look like?

How well-aligned are your sales and marketing functions currently?

Which marketing functions will be supported by an ABM platform? Which sales functions?

What is your standard sales cycle? And what are the common outliers to that process?

What is your mission? What specific thing do you want to be able to accomplish as a part of your job?

What pain points do you hope to solve for on the marketing side? 

Sales side? 

Customer success? 

Which pain points are common across all disciplines?

For individual roles on your team?

For your direct report?

Questions to ask during the evaluation process

What ABM-specific capabilities are missing in your stack?

How well-aligned are your sales and marketing teams?
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Targeting

What type of targeting is possible?

Is targeting a self-service function or can  
I only make requests?

If I need help with targeting, what is  
available to me?

Where does targeting data come from?

Integrations

Consider current and potential future integrations 
that your organization will need. ABM platforms often 
integrate with Salesforce, Pardot, Marketo, HubSpot, 
Eloqua, Crossbeam, Linkedin, Bombora, Outreach, 
Salesloft, Microsoft Dynamics, and more.

Which Integrations matter most to you? 
Which tools are you using to conduct  
business?

Is there an open API environment? 

Is the platform adding additional integrations 
or do they prefer to limit connections?

Reporting

Does this replace or supplement other  
reporting sources?

How will these reports make us better?

Multi-Channel Functionality

Which channels are available in-platform?

Things to Know About Platforms

Capabilities

Where can I place ads?

How many networks are available?

Do I have access to a media buying 
platform like The Trade Desk?
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AI Integrations

How much does the tool do for me vs.  
stuff I have to work to create?

How well can the platform periodically 
identify intent to help guide our cross-selling 
and upselling activity in existing accounts, 
and align marketing, sales and other business 
groups on the larger go-to-account strategy? 

Does the platform have any upper limit cap 
for setting up topics specific to accounts or  
a cohort of accounts?

Things to Know About Platforms

Capabilities Continued

Product Roadmap

How have things changed in the last 18 
months and what’s the plan from here?

Will future updates always be backwards 
compatible?

How much budget/attention is given to R&D?

Will upcoming legislative or regulatory 
changes make any part of your service less 
valuable or even obsolete?

How is it sourced/managed/updated/enriched?

Is it collected legally? Compliantly? Ethically?
Where does targeting data come from?

Is your organization concerned with 
GDPR or other data compliance 
regulations?

Describe your QA program and how it  
influences data quality and reliability

First party data vs. third party data - which 
types of data make up the dataset, and  
how do they work together?

How is the solution accounting for the  
departure of the cookie?

How will I best learn about your product?

Is there a library of  
videos/blogs/webinars/demos?

Is there a client sandbox?

Do you offer free trials?

How will you help me learn more 
about ABM strategy?

Data Education Process
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How long does it take? 

What types of resources are at my disposal?

Data audit cleanup?

On-site visit required? Ever?

Any costs associated with onboarding?

Outside software or browser extensions  
to use the tool properly?

What do I need to do before onboarding?

Support

Self serve help center? Or people I can  
talk to?

Is there a phone number that’s answered 
24/7?

What if I forget my password?

Ongoing “how are we doing” support?

Success

Professional services

Things to Know About Platforms

Onboarding Support & Success

What technology or hardware will I 
need to make full use of your tool?

Is it productive “out of the box”  
or does it need something else?

What roles are recommended to be 
most involved in using your tool?

Which baseline metrics are most 
important at implementation?

I already have a target list. How do  
I use it?

Tactical Execution

Program Management

Strategy Consulting
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Security

Posture

What makes a service unique/valuable?

Which features will directly address our  
pain points?

Why should I choose you over your top three 
competitors?

Leadership team

Number of employees and recent  
trends/changes

Number of customers? Is it growing?

Is my price locked? Can it increase without my 
approval?

How will I know when it’s working?

How will I measure ROI?

How is buyer’s remorse handled? Can I cancel 
any time?

Fixed vs. variable pricing for display ad spend

Practices

Things to Know About Platforms

Support & Success Continued Claimed Differentiators

Company details

Investment/Cost

Information security policy?

Independent security report? 
(Audit report)

Timeline of data breaches/responses

Do you have a data privacy officer?

Audit reports. penetration testing. 
vulnerability scanning. bug  
bounties, etc.

Password policy

Multi-factor authentication

What happens to my data when I’m 
no longer a customer?
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